
Introduction
Clustering can be used for this task.  In the 
medical field, clustering of data can be used 
to determine if a drug provides greater 
benefits to a certain group of patients.  
Grouping of information is used in the 
engineering field to determine what factors 
lead to the failure of a component in a 
system [1].  And in marketing, data 
clustering can give a clearer picture of how 

to focus an advertising campaign to the 
proper audience. This paper will discuss the 
use of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) for the 
task of clustering data [3].  In particular, the 
application of GAs for clustering on very 
large data sets, such as image data sets, will 
be addressed.  The running time for most 
clustering GAs becomes quite large as the 
size of the input data set increases [2].  We 
propose an efficient genetic algorithm for 

clustering on very large image data 
sets. The diversity of applications for 
clustering has lead to many problem 
definitions [5].  The objective of all 
clustering algorithms is to divide a set 
of data points into subsets so that the 

objects within a subset are similar to each 
other and objects that are in different 
subsets have diverse qualities [6].  The fact 
that there are many different methods used 
to quantify the similarity and diversity of 
data points leads to the many different 
variations of the problem [8].  For our 
research, we defined the clustering problem 
as the task of dividing an input data set into 
a desired number of subgroups so that the 
Euclidean distance between each data point 
and its corresponding cluster centre is 
minimized.  This is a very common method 
of defining the clustering problem [10].  
The total of the distances of each point to 
its cluster centre is known as the total 

distance measurement of 
the clustering [9].
Clustering analysis works 
to classify a set of 
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Introduction: A semi-supervised clustering algorithm is proposed that combines the benefits of supervised and unsupervised learning 
methods. The approach allows unlabeled data with no known class to be used to improve classification accuracy [2]. The objective 
function of an unsupervised technique, e.g. K-means clustering, is modified to minimize both the cluster dispersion of the input 
attributes and a measure of cluster impurity based on the class labels. Minimizing the cluster dispersion of the examples is a form of 
capacity control to prevent over fitting [4]. For the output labels, impurity measures from decision tree algorithms such as the Gini index 
can be used. A genetic algorithm optimizes the objective function to produce clusters. Experimental results show that using class 
information improves the generalization ability compared to unsupervised methods based only on the input attributes [6]. Training 
using information from unlabeled data can improve classification accuracy on that data as well. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been 
widely used in optimization problems for their high ability in seeking better and acceptable solutions within limited time. Clustering 
ensemble has emerged as another flavour of optimal solutions for generating more stable and robust partition from existing clusters [1]. 
GAs has proved a major contribution to find consensus cluster partitions during clustering ensemble. Currently, web video 
categorization has been an ever challenging research area with the popularity of the social web. In this paper, we propose a framework for 
web video categorization using their textual features, video relations and web support [3]. There are three contributions in this research 
work. First, we expand the traditional Vector Space Model (VSM) in a more generic manner as Semantic VSM (S-VSM) by including the 
semantic similarity between the features terms [5]. This new model has improved the clustering quality in terms of compactness (high 
intra-cluster similarity) and clearness (low inter-cluster similarity). Second, we optimize the clustering ensemble process with the help 
of GA using a novel approach of the fitness function. We define a new measure, Pre-Paired Percentage (PPP), to be used as the fitness 
function during the genetic cycle for optimization of clustering ensemble process [7]. Third, the most important and crucial step of the 
GA is to define the genetic operators, crossover and mutation. We express these operators by an intelligent mechanism of clustering 
ensemble. This approach has produced more logical offspring solutions [9]. Above stated all three contributions have shown remarkable 
results in their corresponding areas. Experiments on real world social-web data have been performed to validate our new incremental 
novelties [8].
Keywords: Data Mining, Clustering, Clustering Ensemble, Pair wise Constraints, Genetic Algorithm, Semantic Similarity.
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unlabeled instances into groups such that 
instances in the same group are more similar 
to each other, while they are more different 
in different groups [5]. In its traditional 
literature, clustering analysis was considered 
as an unsupervised method for data analysis, 
which performs under the condition that no 
information is available concerning 
memberships of instances to predefined 
groups [1]. However, it was known that 
some background knowledge such as 
instance-level constraints can be obtained 
easily in many real-world applications and 
several recent studies have also shown that 
these instance-level constraints can 
significantly increase accuracies of a variety 
of clustering algorithms [9]. Clustering 
analysis under the condition that some 
limited instance-level constraints are 
incorporated for guiding the clustering of 
the data was termed as semi-supervised 
clustering with instance-level constraints, 
which has become one of the most active 
research topics in the areas of pattern 
recognition, machine learning and data 
mining [3]. Semi-supervised clustering with 
instance-level constraints has gained some 
real-world applications such as GPS-based 
map refinement, person identification from 
surveillance camera clips and landscape 
detection from hyper spectral data [2]. 
However, semi-supervised clustering with 
instance-level constraints is not exempt 
from any drawbacks. One disadvantage of 

semi-supervised clustering with instance-
level constraints is that instance-level 
constraints tend to split the search space of 
the optimal clustering solution into pieces 
that compounds the difficulty of the search 
task. Whereas commonly-used hill-climbing 
search methods can only guarantee a local 
optimal clustering solution [10]. The above 
disadvantage of semi-supervised clustering 
with instance-level constraints motivates us 
to adopt genetic algorithms to perform the 
search task [11].
Evolutionary Computation (EC) is a field of 
computer science that uses biological 
processes as a model for solving computer-
based problems [2].  Genetic Algorithms 
(GAs), first proposed by John Holland in 
the 1960s, are a category of EC that use 
concepts derived from evolution. Proper 
application of a GA finds a balance between 
exploration and exploitation of a given 
optimization problem's search space. A good 
overview of how to design a GA is given in 
[11].  It shows the structure that is used by 
GAs.  First, a population of chromosomes is 
created an initialized.  These chromosomes 
each contain a collection of genes and each 
gene has a value (called an allele) [4].  A 
single chromosome is an encoded version of 
a solution to the problem that the GA is 
attempting to optimize. The GA performs 
exploration/exploitation of the problems 
search space by evolving the population of 
chromosomes through a series of 

generations [6].  During each generation of 
the GA, parent chromosomes are selected 
from the population.  These parent 
chromosomes are combined to form 
children chromosomes and then the child 
chromosomes are mutated [9].  In a 
generational type GA, an entirely new 
population for each generation is formed by 
creating multiple child chromosomes.  For a 
steady state GA, the child chromosomes are 
used to replace members of the current 
population but a new population is not 
formed during each generation [10]. A very 
important step in the GA is the selection of 
parents for the next generation of 
chromosomes.  In order to provide a guided 
search, which is appropriate for the given 
optimization problem, the selection of 
parents needs to be based on the quality of 
the solution that their chromosomes 
represent [12].  A property called fitness is 
used to quantify the quality of a given 
solution and a fitness function is used to 
calculate the fitness value of each 
chromosome in a given population before 
parent selection is made [4].  A variety of 
different selection methods are used by GAs 
but they all use the principle that higher fit 
chromosomes are more likely to be chosen 
as parents.  This fitness selection provides 
the GA direction for the search of an 
optimization problems search space [2].

 II. Related Work
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Traditional clustering algorithms are 
unsupervised under the condition that no 
information is available concerning 
memberships of instances to predefined 
groups [1]. However, if no information 
about memberships of instances is available, 
clustering analysis is an ill-posed 
combinatory optimization problem and no 
single clustering algorithm is able to achieve 
high quality clustering solutions for all kinds 
of data sets. A large number of studies have 
been concentrated on improving the 
robustness and stability of clustering 
algorithms [3]. Among them is semi-
supervised clustering algorithms that 
incorporate some prior background 
knowledge about memberships of instances 
into the original framework of traditional 
unsupervised clustering algorithms. It 
should be noted that these prior background 
knowledge can sometimes be obtained 
naturally from application domains without 
accessing any human interaction [5]. For 
example, to segment movies such that all the 
frames in which the same actor appears are 
grouped. Due to the continuous nature of 
most movies, faces extracted from 
successive frames in roughly the same 
location can be assumed to come from the 
same person. Another example is to 
segment images using clustering algorithms 
[4]. Two pixels have a high probability to be 
grouped together if they are spatially 

connected. Many 
recent studies have 
demonstrated that 
these prior 
background 
knowledge can 
significantly improve 
accuracies of 
clustering algorithms 
[6]. Clustering 
algorithms 
incorporate these 
prior background 
knowledge in a 
constrained format, 
which may come from 
several different 

sources such as partial labels, instances 
relationships and spatial contiguity [8].
Clustering analysis works to classify a set of 
unlabeled instances into groups such that 
instances in the same group are more similar 
to each other, while they are more different 
in different groups []. Many feasible 
approaches have been proposed to classify a 
set of unlabeled instances into groups and 
most of them belong to the following three 
categories: data partitioning, hierarchical 
clustering and model-based clustering [7]. 
This paper is mainly interested in K-means 
clustering algorithm, which is one of the 
most famous data partitioning algorithms. 
Therefore, in this paper data clustering 
algorithm works to search for a partition of 
all instances such that the minimization of 
the within-cluster variation can be achieved 
[3]. A variate of this kind of approaches is 
semi-supervised clustering 
with penalty that works to 
penalize clustering solutions 
according to the degrees in 
which they violate the given 
instance-level constraints 
[8]. The second one is to 
learn a distance metric from 
all available instance-level 
constraints such that 
instances in the learned 
distance space are more 

suitable for the clustering of the data [9]. 
For more information about semi-
supervised clustering algorithms with 
instance-level constraints. Genetic 
algorithm is a class of heuristic search 
algorithms based on the mechanism of 
nature selection [2]. It has been widely 
applied into the area of data analysis such as 
data clustering, feature selection and 
machine vision. In this paper, we explore the 
genetic algorithm to optimize the objective 
function [1].
The most frequently used criterion is the 
distance between two clusters that are to be 
joined. The algorithm needs also a stopping 
criterion to prevent the agglomeration 
process from continuing up to the point 
where all instances belong to one cluster 
[1]. The concept of agglomerative 
clustering can be viewed as a greedy search 
method in which at each step we look for 
the currently optimal arrangement of 
clusters given the condition that two 
clusters must be joined [2]. Let us assume 
that we look for the two clusters with a 
minimal average distance between members 
of both clusters. To find the currently 
optimal join the algorithm examines all 
possible pairs of clusters [4]. We could 
easily think of an extension of agglomerative 
clustering in which the algorithm examines 
a chosen pair of clusters and makes a 
decision if they should or should not be 
joined. The extension limits the 
computational and operational cost of the 
processing step; however, the local character 
of the decision can easily lead the algorithm 

Datasets Size Classes Dimensions

Balance 625 3 4

Iris 150 3 4

Ionosphere 351 2 34

Soybean 562 19 35

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

VSM 89.45 87.91 92.77 90.89

ACGA 79.91 76.08 74.78 86.56

FGKA 70.92 79.67 79.89 85.78

GKA 84.67 90.67 86.78 77.67

HGA 90.07 83.66 82.33 72.88

GWKMA 75.66 70.89 90.75 80.34

Balance Dataset

Table  1: Basic information of data sets.

Table 2: Balance Dataset Results

www.indianjmedsciences.comPavithra & Parvati

Fig 2: Genetic Weighted K-means Algorithm 
(GWKMA)
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to local optimum [3]. The objective of our 
work is to implement the ideas of such 
extended, local decision based, 
agglomerative clustering in the form of a 
genetic algorithm [7]. The above examples 
indicate that a GA may be used to optimize 
one or more clustering quality scores to 
produce high quality clusters. Each of the 
presented approaches assumes that the 
complete dataset can be represented as a 
single individual and processed at once [9]. 
The main objective of our work was to 
reduce the size of an individual and the 
computation cost of a single fitness score to 
make the algorithm feasible given the real 
sizes [8].

III. Genetic Algorithms For Clustering 
Data
Using a GA to solve data clustering 
problems is not a new idea.  GAs has been 
successfully implemented for various 
clustering problems using different 
chromosome encoding schemes and fitness 
functions. In [2] a GA is used to solve the 
clustering problem for a data set of 
geographical data.  Each data point in the 

input data set is assigned a unique integer 
value from 1 to n, where n is the total 
number of data points in the input set [5].  
The chromosomes in a population contain 
one gene for each data point that is to be 
clustered and the allele values of the genes 
designate the assignment of all n points to 
the desired number of clusters.  The total 
length of a chromosome is n [7].  The 
fitness function used in the GA mimics the 
objective function of the k-means 
algorithm, which is shown in.   The 
algorithm described in [3] uses a multistep 
procedure. The authors refer to this 
procedure as a semi supervised form of 
learning.  A GA performs clustering on an 
input set of data objects so that supervised 
learning can be applied to predict class 
labels in the second step [10]. The input 
for the GA is a set of data objects that have 
both numeric and label attributes and a 
desired number of clusters. The goal of the 
GA is to produce clusters of data objects 
that minimize cluster dispersion and are as 
pure as possible in relation to the label 
attributes. The GA uses a two component 
fitness function where the first component 

measures the within [8].

IV. Semi-supervised Clustering For 
Genetic Approach (Fig 1a)
As a base for our semi-supervised 
algorithm, we use an unsupervised 
clustering method combined with a genetic 
algorithm incorporating a measure of 
classification accuracy used in decision tree 
algorithms, the GINI index [8]. Here, we 
examine the clustering algorithm that 
minimizes some objective function applied 
to k-cluster centres. In our case, we 
consider the cluster dispersion and cluster 
purity. Before the clustering task, each term 
is assigned with a specific weight that is 
normalized across all terms [4]. The main 
objective is to choose the best weights for 
all terms considered that minimize some 
measure of cluster dispersion and cluster 
quality. In out GA algorithm, the fitness 
function will be the reciprocal of objective 
function [5]. Typically cluster dispersion 
metric is used, such as the Davies-Bouldin 
Index (DBI). DBI uses both the within 
cluster and between-clusters distances to 

Graph 1:  shows that performance of Balance dataset

Graph 2: shows that performance of Iris dataset 

 Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

VSM 70.45 85.91 94.77 88.89

ACGA 70.91 86.08 94.78 60.56

FGKA 70.92 90.67 91.89 85.78

GKA 80.67 96.67 70.78 88.67

HGA 90.78 78.76 82.54 90.89

GWKMA 84.56 75.9 87.23 76.12

Iris  Dataset

www.indianjmedsciences.comPavithra & Parvati

Table 3: Iris Dataset Results
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measure the cluster quality [6]. Let 
dcentroid (Qk), defined in [8], denotes the 
centroid distances within cluster. Clustering 
using K cluster centres partitions the input 
space into K regions [1]. Therefore 
clustering can be considered as a K-nary 
partition at a particular node in a decision 
tree, and GI can be applied to determine the 
purity of such partition (cluster purity). In 
this case, GI of a certain cluster, k, is 
computed as defined in [12], where n is the 
number of class, Pkc is the number of points 
belong to c-th class in cluster k and Nk is the 
total number of points in cluster k [2].

V. Proposed Work
V a. Vector Space Model Representation 
(VSM)  (Fig 1b)
In this work, we use the vector space model, 
in which a document is represented as a 
vector in an n-dimensional space (where n is 
the number of different words in the 
collection of documents) [7]. Here, 
documents are categorized by the words 
they contain and their frequency []. Before 
obtaining the weights for all the terms 
extracted from these documents, stemming 
and stop word removal is performed. Stop 
word removal eliminates unwanted terms 
(e.g., those from the closed vocabulary) and 

thus reduces the number of dimensions in 
the term-space [5].  Once these two steps 
are completed, the frequency of each term 
across the corpus is counted and weighted 
using term frequency – inverse document 
frequency (tf-idf), as described. Weights are 
assigned to give an indication of the 
importance of a word in characterizing a 
document as distinct from the rest of the 
corpus [4]. In summary, each document is 
viewed as a vector whose dimensions 
correspond to words or terms extracted 
from the document. The component 
magnitudes of the vector are the tf-idf 
weights of the terms. In this model, tf-idf, as 
described in, is the product [10].

V b. Agglomerative Clustering Genetic 
algorithm (ACGS)  (Fig 1c)
In standard approaches to applying GAs to 
clustering problems each individual denotes 
a complete solution. The solutions compete 
and exchange genetic material evolving 
toward a well-fitted individual that 
represents the final partition [3]. In our 
Agglomerative Clustering Genetic 
Algorithm (ACGA) each individual 
represents one cluster. The crossover 
operator allows two individuals to exchange 
genetic material of two clusters to locally 
improve the value of fitness function [4]. 
The number of individuals is equal to the 
current number of clusters and the complete 
solution is represented by the whole 
population [5]. Given the assumption that a 
cluster size is small and limited (fine-grained 
communities) this modification allows the 
algorithm to calculate the value of the fitness 
function engaging only a small part of the 
graph at a time, hence making the 
processing feasible independently of the size 

[7]. This section describes modifications of 
genetic operators required by ACGA. We 
concentrate on hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering [11]. Unlike partitioned 
clustering algorithms that build a 
hierarchical solution from top to bottom, 
repeatedly splitting existing clusters, 
agglomerative algorithms build the solution 
by initially assigning each document to its 
own cluster and then repeatedly selecting 
and merging pairs of clusters, to obtain a 
single all-inclusive cluster, generating the 
cluster tree from leaves to root [12].

V c. FAST GENETIC K-MEANS 
ALGORITHM (FGKA)  (Fig 1d)
FGKA maintains a population (set) of Z 
coded solutions (partitions), where Z is a 
parameter specified by the user. Each 
solution is coded by a string a1…aN of 
length N [2]. Given a solution Sz = a1…aN, 
we define the legality ratio of Sz, e(Sz), as 
the number of non-empty clusters in Sz 
divided by K. Sz is legal if e(Sz)=1, and 
illegal otherwise [5]. FGKA starts with the 
initialization phase, which generates the 
initial population P0 [3]. The population in 
the next generation Pi+1 is obtained by 
applying the following genetic operators 
sequentially: the selection, the mutation and 
the K-means operator on the current 
population Pi [6]. The evolution takes place 
until the termination condition is reached. 
FGKA, but are considered as the most 
undesirable solutions by defining their 
TWCVs as +∞ and assigning them with 
lower fitness values [8]. Our flexibility of 
allowing illegal strings in the evolution 
process avoids the overhead of illegal string 
elimination, and thus improves the time 
performance of the algorithm. In the 

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

VSM 79.45 88.91 84.77 88.89

ACGA 74.91 90.08 90.78 70.56

FGKA 80.98 76.67 72.89 85.78

GKA 88.67 70.67 77.78 90.67

HGA 90.56 83.45 88.34 75.89

GWKMA 72.12 73.9 80.67 75.66

Ionosphere Dataset

Graph  3 : Shows performance of Ionosphere dataset
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Table 4: Ionosphere Dataset Results
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following, we give a brief description of the 
three genetic operators [9].

V d. Genetic K-means Algorithm (GKA)  
(Fig 1e) The name genetic K-means 
algorithm (GKA). We define K-means 
operator, one-step of K-means algorithm, 
and use it in GKA as a search operator 
instead of crossover [2]. We also define a 
biased mutation operator specific to 
clustering called distance-based-mutation. 
Using finite Markov chain theory, we prove 
that the GKA converges to the global 
optimum [5]. It is observed in the 
simulations that GKA converges to the best 
known optimum corresponding to the given 
data in concurrence with the convergence 
result [9]. It is also observed that GKA 
searches faster than some of the other 
evolutionary algorithms used for clustering. 
GKA maintains a population of coded 
solutions. The population is initialized 
randomly and is evolved over generations; 
the population in the next generation is 
obtained by applying genetic operators on 
the current population [10]. The evolution 
takes place until a terminating condition is 
reached. The genetic operators that are used 
in GKA are the selection, the distance based 
mutation and the K- means operator [12]. 
In this section we explain GKA by 
specifying the coding and initialization 
schemes and, the genetic operators [13].
The algorithm with the above selection and 
mutation operators may take more time to 
converge, since the initial assignments are 
arbitrary and the subsequent changes of the 
assignments are probabilistic [11]. 
Moreover, the mutation probability is forced 
to assume a low value because high values of 
lead to oscillating behaviour of the 
algorithm [10].

V e. Hybrid Genetic Based Clustering 
Algorithm (HGA)  

This algorithm, with the cooperation of 
tabu list and aspiration criteria, has achieved 
harmony between population diversity and 
convergence speed [2]. A genetic algorithm 
was proposed for designing the dissimilarity 
measure, termed Genetic Distance Measure 
(GDM) such that the performance of the K-
modes algorithm is improved [3]. The 
combines’ genetic algorithm (GA) with 
simulated annealing to find optimal solution 
[6]. This algorithm maximized the 
clustering success by achieving internal 
cluster cohesion and external cluster 
isolation [5]. The performance of 
HGACLUS was compared with other 
existing clustering methods and was found 
to be more accurate and robust than other 
methods [7]. 

V f. Genetic Weighted K-means 
Algorithm (GWKMA) (Fig 2)
In a general sense, a k-partitioning algorithm 
takes as input a set D = {x1, x2⋯, x n } of n 
objects and an integer K, and outputs a 
partition of D into exactly K disjoint subsets 
D1,⋯, D K  [3]. Denote such a partition by 
Δ. Each of the subsets is a cluster, with 
objects in the same cluster being somehow 
more similar to each other than they are to 
all subjects in other different clusters [4]. 
One way to make the determination of Δ 
into a well-defined problem is to define a 
cost function which measures the clustering 
quality of any partitions of a dataset [11]. 
Each attribute of an object (gene) is 
expressed as a real number and thus each 
object may be described by a real number 
row vector of dimension d, where d is the 
number of attributes of an object [12]. 
Assume that all objects in the dataset have 
the same number of attributes, i.e. no 
missing data. Let (x i , i = 1,⋯, n) be a dataset 
of n objects. Let x ij denote the j th attribute 
of object x i . X= (x ij ) is called an attribute 
matrix of object set D [13]. For the 
predefined number K of clusters, the costs 
function for a weighted k-means clustering 

technique [6].

VI. Experiments
In this section, we empirically demonstrate 
that our proposed semi-supervised 
clustering for genetic algorithm is both 
efficient and effective. 

VII a. Datasets
The data sets used in our experiments 
include six UCI data sets1. Here is some 
basic information of those data sets. Table 1 
summarizes the basic information of those 
data sets.
• Balance. This data set was generated to 
model psychological experimental results. 
There are totally 625 examples that can be 
classified as having the balance scale tip to 
the right, tip to the left, or be balanced.
• Iris. This data set contains 3 classes of 50 
instances each, where each class refers to a 
type of iris plant.
• Ionosphere. It is a collection of the radar 
signals belonging to two classes. The data 
set contains 351 objects in total, which are 
all 34-dimensional.
• Soybean. It is collected from the 
Michalski’s famous soybean disease 
databases, which contains 562 instances 
from 19 classes.

Table 2 & graph 1 show the performance of 
Balance dataset. The accuracy of HGA 
algorithm is 90.07 which is higher when 
compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) algorithms. The 
Precision of GKA algorithm is 90.67 which 
is higher when compare to other five (VSM, 
ACGA, FGKA, HGA, GWKMA) 
algorithms. The Recall of VSM algorithm is 
92.77 which is higher when compare to 
other five (GKA, ACGA, FGKA, HGA, 
GWKMA) algorithms. The F-Measure of 
VSM algorithm is 90.89 which is higher 
when compare to other five (GKA, ACGA, 
FGKA, HGA, GWKMA) algorithms.
Table 3 & graph 2 show the performance of 

 Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

VSM 79.89 88.65 84.23 88.34

ACGA 74.03 90.89 90.67 71.23

FGKA 81.08 76.32 72.45 85.9

GKA 88.54 71.32 77.89 90.56

HGA 90.08 83.78 88.78 75.9

GWKMA 85.09 70.89 82.33 81.23

Soybean Dataset

www.indianjmedsciences.comPavithra & Parvati

Graph 4:  shows performance of Soybean datasetTable 5: Soyabean Dataset Results
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Iris dataset. The Accuracy of HGA 
algorithm is 90.78 which is higher when 
compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) algorithms. The 
Precision of GKA algorithm is 96.67 which 
is higher when compare to other five (VSM, 
ACGA, FGKA, HGA, GWKMA) 
algorithms. The Recall of ACGA algorithm 
is 94.78 which is higher when compare to 
other five (VSM, HGA, FGKA, GKA, 
GWKMA) algorithms. The F-Measure of 
HGA algorithm is 90.89 which is higher 
when compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) algorithms.

VIII c. Ionosphere Dataset Results
Table 4 &  graph 3 show the performance of 
Ionosphere dataset. The Accuracy of HGA 
algorithm is 90.56 which is higher when 
compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) algorithms. The 
Precision of ACGA algorithm is 90.08 
which is higher when compare to other five 
(VSM, HGA, FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) 
algorithms. The Recall of ACGA algorithm 
is 90.78 which is higher when compare to 
other five (VSM, HGA, FGKA, GKA, 
GWKMA) algorithms. The F-Measure of 
GKA algorithm is 90.67 which is higher 
when compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, HGA, GWKMA) algorithms.

VIII d. Soybean Dataset Results
Table 5 & graph 4 show the performance of 
Soybean dataset. The Accuracy of HGA 
algorithm is 90.08 which is higher when 
compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) algorithms. The 
Precision of ACGA algorithm is 90.89 
which is higher when compare to other five 
(VSM, HGA, FGKA, GKA, GWKMA) 
algorithms. The Recall of ACGA algorithm 
is 90.67 which is higher when compare to 
other five (VSM, HGA, FGKA, GKA, 
GWKMA) algorithms. The F-Measure of 
GKA algorithm is 90.56 which is higher 
when compare to other five (VSM, ACGA, 
FGKA, HGA, GWKMA) algorithms.

IX. Conclusion
Clustering is an important task with 
applications in many fields.  Heuristic 
algorithms are used for this task in an 
attempt to provide acceptable results, both 
in terms of solution quality and running 
time, because all of the non-trivial clustering 
problem variations. GAs has been applied to 

the clustering problem for many 
applications with some success as described. 
For clustering on very large data sets, such as 
image data sets, the size of the associated 
databases makes it necessary to modify 
traditional GAs because of their slow 
running times [4].  In this paper we 
proposed a steady GA algorithm with 
efficient encoding technique and GA 
operators along with input set 
preprocessing. Our GA provided better 
quality solutions faster than the k-means 
algorithm. This paper has presented the idea 
of using hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering on a bilingual parallel corpus [6].  
The aim has been to illustrate this technique 
and provide mathematical measures, which 
can be utilized to quantify the similarity 
between the clusters. When we applied the 
genetic algorithm to the reduced set of 
terms to tune the weights of the terms (a 
maximum of 500 terms) to be considered in 
the clustering process, the result actually 
showed a drop in the purity of the clusters 
[8]. This constraint makes most of the 
clustering algorithms, including GA 
solutions, impractical for this task. 
The concept of genetic algorithm can be, 
however, used to build an agglomerative 
clustering algorithm. In the proposed 
Agglomerative Clustering Genetic 
Algorithm each individual represents one 
cluster, instead of the whole clustering 
solution [1]. This allows a pair of 
individuals to recombine or join the genetic 
material that is a small subset of the 
network. The evaluation of newly created 
individuals can be done based on two 
clusters and their direct neighbourhood. If 
ACGA is used to look for clusters of limited 
size, for example fine-grained communities 
in social networks, each of its steps requires 
limited resources irrespective of the dataset 
size [3]. The evaluation on datasets 
generated by two social network models 
demonstrated that ACGA was generally able 
to match and often outperform the FGKA 
algorithm. It was possible even though there 
is no fair competition between these two 
approaches. ACGA is based on stricter 
assumptions [5]. An important advantage of 
the local processing in ACGA is the 
possibility of distribution of its 
computation. This study proposed a genetic 
weighted K-means algorithm (GWKMA) 
which is a hybrid algorithm of the weighted 
K-means and a genetic algorithm. GWKMA 

was run on three real-life datasets. The 
results of the computational experiments 
showed that GWKMA can fulfil the 
clustering tasks [7]. Furthermore, the 
results also showed that the GWKMA 
outperformed both the WKMA without GA 
and other GA-clustering algorithms without 
the WKMA operator.

X. Future Work
Thus as future work we can extend it to 
more algorithms for experiments as a few 
have been taken for this purpose. The 
algorithms discussed in this study can be 
improved further through thorough 
research made in this field so that its 
application gets more intense [2]. One of 
our future work goals is the distribution of 
the algorithm over the machines of users of 
a social network. This can assure that the 
algorithm is not only able to process large 
networks but it is also scalable as the 
processing power grows linearly with the 
number of clustered items [4]. Thus 
overcomes the disadvantages of the k-means 
and the weighted k-means. In addition, the 
proposed algorithm is generic and could 
have applications to clustering large-scale 
biological data such as gene expression data 
and peptide mass spectral data. In future we 
would like to explore some more objective 
functions [6]. We would like to test our 
approach more extensively. In order to select 
a single solution from the final Pareto 
optimal front we have developed a semi-
supervised approach. In future we would 
like to develop some more techniques for 
this purpose [7].
Results reveal that the proposed semi-
supervised feature selection technique is 
capable to detect the appropriate feature 
combinations and appropriate partitioning 
from data sets having the point symmetric 
clusters. Our empirical studies conducted 
on several real-world datasets confirmed 
both the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
proposed algorithm [3]. Finally, the 
algorithm can also be adapted to work 
within a inductive framework. In future 
some other fitness function may be selected 
or some constraints may be given for 
selecting clusters. Also based on our 
observation we can notify that the hybrid 
approach defined by us is an effective 
approach in order to retrieve outlier which 
was performs on the dataset. In future, we 
can replace clustering model with some 
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other model and compare its classification 
accuracy with the proposed framework [5]. 
Our future work includes creation of new 
methods for classification using supervised 
projected clustering methods. There is 
scope for creation of new supervised 

projected clustering methods using other 
optimization methods.
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